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The CDM, which is currently a pure offset mechanism, needs to contribute to global 

emissions reductions after 2012. Such a contribution should depend on the development level 

of countries and thus reflect the UNFCCC principle of “common but differentiated 

responsibilities”. To achieve this contribution, one t of emissions reductions from a CDM 

project should yield less than one Certified Emission Reduction (CER). We propose a 

discount factor that increases with the level of development of a country. The calculation of 

the discount factor should be based on a simple development index, defined as a combination 

of per capita income (measured in Purchasing Power Parities) and per capita emissions 

thresholds. The criteria capture ability to pay and the ‘polluter pays’ principle and should get 

the same weight as both principles are equally important and are not directly correlated. 

Discounting would start at an index level of 50% of the world average and would be defined 

for each country a as follows: 
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with: Incper-capita,a = per capita income of country a divided by world average per capita 

income, and Emisper-capita,a = per capita emissions of country a divided by world average per 

capita emissions. The appendix provides numerical values for selected countries. 

Besides providing a contribution of the CDM to global emissions reductions, the 

environmental integrity of the CDM would be enhanced as non-additional projects would no 

longer lead to an increase of global emissions. 



 

Appendix: Numerical examples of discounting CERs for selected countries 

 
 Development index Deva

1
 Discount factor Disca 

(1 t CO2 eq. reduction gives x CERs) 

Qatar 7.6 0.07 

Saudi Arabia 2.5 0.2 

Israel 2.4 0.21 

Korea 2.3 0.22 

South Africa 1.4 0.36 

Argentina 1.2 0.42 

Malaysia 1.2 0.42 

Chile 1.1 0.45 

Iran 1.1 0.45 

Mexico 1.0 0.5 

Thailand 0.8 0.63 

China 0.8 0.63 

Brazil 0.7 0.71 

Indonesia 0.4 1 

India 0.3 1 
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Values of the Development index are based on year 2000 data for per capita income and per capita emissions 

from IEA (2007): CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion 1971-2005, Paris 


